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Abstrat
We onsider nonommuting pairs P,Q of intermediate subfators
of an irreduible, nite-index inlusion N ⊂ M of II1 fators suh
that P and Q are supertransitive with Jones index less than 4 over N .
We show that up to isomorphism of the standard invariant, there is a
unique suh pair orresponding to eah even value [P : N ] = 4cos2 pi2n
but none for the odd values [P : N ] = 4cos2 pi2n+1 .
We also lassify the angle values whih our between pairs of in-
termediate subfators with small index over their intersetion: if
[P : N ], [Q : N ] < 4, then the unique nontrivial angle value is always
cos−1
1
[P : N ]− 1 .
1 Introdution
A fundamental example of a subfator is the xed-point algebra of an outer
ation of a nite group on a von Neumann algebra with trivial enter. In
this ase the struture of the subfator is determined by the struture of the
group. One then thinks of a general subfator as a quantum version of a
nite group, and subfator theory as a non-ommutative Galois theory. In
this spirit it is natural to onsider an intermediate subfator N ⊂ P ⊂ M
as an analogue of a subgroup, and indeed, the intermediate subfators of the
xed-point subfator of an ation of a nite group are preisely the xed-
point subfators of its subgroups.
The main lassiation theory for subfators involves a standard invari-
ant, whih was axiomatized by Popa [24℄ and then desribed by Jones using a
diagrammati apparatus alled planar algebras [15℄. A major strutural fea-
ture of subfators is duality: there are two algebrai strutures appliable to
the standard invariant (analagous to Hopf-algebra duality for groups) whih
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are reeted in the planar algebra piture by a hoie of shading. Bish dis-
overed the remarkable fat that intermediate subfators are haraterized
by biprojetions- elements of the standard invariant that are projetions
in both algebra strutures [1℄. Bish's theorem thus redues the problem of
intermediate subfators to a problem of planar algebras.
Bish and Jones then studied the planar algebra generated by a single
biprojetion, whih yields a generi onstrution of an intermediate sub-
fator, or more generally, a hain of intermediate subfators [3℄. This led
naturally to the approah of trying to onstrut more general families of in-
termediate subfators by onsidering planar algebras generated by multiple
biprojetions.
There is a notion of ommutativity for pairs of intermediate subfa-
tors (dened simply by ommutativity of the orresponding projetions in
L2(M).) Sano and Watatani onsidered the set of angles between two sub-
fators, a numerial invariant whih measures the degree of nonommuta-
tivity of a pair of intermediate subfators [25℄. It turns out that pairs of
ommuting subfators an be onstruted simply via a tensor produt, but
the onstrution of intermediate subfators with nontrivial angles has proven
muh more diult.
In [11℄, Jones and the present author set out to onstrut generi pairs
of nonommuting intermediate subfators by assuming no extra struture,
i.e. that the standard invariants of the elementary subfators involved were
just Temperley-Lieb algebras, a situation also referred to as supertransitiv-
ity. It was hoped that sine the bimodule omponents of the intermediate
subfators obey the Temperley-Lieb fusion rules, that information together
with invariants suh as angles and indies would provide suient rigidity to
suggest appropriate planar relations among biprojetions and yield generi
onstrutions of planar algebras generated by two biprojetions.
Instead we found the surprising result that there are essentially only two
quadrilaterals with no extra struture. One is the xed point algebra of an
outer ation of S3 on a fator (where the intermediate subfators are xed
point algebras of distint order 2 subgroups) and the other is a new example
with irrational angles and indies oming from the GHJ family of subfators.
The dearth of examples with no extra struture does not however mean
that the original projet of onstruting planar algebras generated by multi-
ple biprojetions is unsound. Rather, beause of the rigidity of intermediate
subfators, we must adjust our hypotheses if we wish to obtain more exam-
ples.
In the present work we ontinue this approah by onsidering a (non-
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ommuting, irreduible, nite index) quadrilateral
M
P Q
N
in whih only
the lower two elementary subfators N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are assumed to be
supertransitive. We also assume that the lower indies [P : N ] and [Q : N ]
are less than 4 (and therefore equal to 4cos2 pi
k
for some k ≥ 3 by Jones'
elebrated theorem in [13℄).
We rst show that for any quadrilateral with lower indies [P : N ]
and [Q : N ] less than 4 there is a unique nontrivial angle value, equal to
cos−1
1
[P : N ]− 1 . We then desribe a series of examples in the GHJ family-
rst disovered in [11℄- of quadrilaterals whose lower subfators are super-
transitive with indies [P : N ] = [Q : N ] = 4cos2 pi
2k
, k ≥ 3.
Ultimately we prove the following result:
Theorem 1.0.1. The series of GHJ subfators for Dn at the trivalent vertex
gives a omplete list of nonommuting irreduible hypernite quadrilaterals
suh that N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are hypernite supertransitive subfators with
index less than 4.
In partiular it turns out there is a unique suh quadrilateral for eah even
value [P : N ] = 4cos2 pi
2k
but none for the odd values [P : N ] = 4cos2 pi
2k−1
.
The methods of proof involve both the planar apparatus for intermediate
subfators developed in [11℄ and a notion of forked Temperley-Lieb algebras,
in whih a sequene of Temperley-Lieb projetions e1, e2, e3, ... in a von Neu-
mann algebra an be initially extended by either of two orthogonal proje-
tions p and q. This is a speial ase of AF algebras assoiated to T -shaped
graphs, whih were studied by Evans and Gould in [8℄. It turns out this
situation preisely aptures the struture of nonommuting supertransitive
intermediate subfators with small index.
Aknowledgement. I would like to thank my advisor, Vaughan Jones,
for his support and enouragement, and for many useful onversations re-
garding this work.
2 Bakground
2.1 Subfators and planar algebras
The best referene for the elementary theory of subfators is Jones' original
paper ([13℄). We review the basis here.
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A II1 fator M is an innite dimensional von Neumann algebra with
trivial enter whih admits a faithful positive-denite trae. Suh a trae,
normalized to equal one at the identity, is neessarily unique. The trae
indues an inner produt on M , and its Hilbert spae ompletion is denoted
by L2(M). M ats on L2(M) by left (or right) multipliation, ontinuously
extended.
Let N ⊂M be a unital inlusion of II1 fators. Then L2(N) an be iden-
tied with a subspae of L2(M). Let e1 denote the orresponding projetion
on L2(M), and letM1 be the von Neumann algebra generated byM (thought
of as an algebra of left multipliation operators) and e1. This proedure is
alled the basi onstrution.
If M is nitely generated as an N-module, then M1 is a II1 fator. In
this ase the index [M : N ] is dened to equal τ−1, where τ = tr(e1).
Otherwise the index is dened to be innity. Some properties of the index
are: [M : N ] ≥ 1, [M1 : M ] = [M : N ], and if N ⊆ P ⊆ M , then
[M : N ] = [M : P ][P : N ].
It turns out that not all numbers greater than 1 an our as index values,
by the following remarkable theorem of Jones.
Theorem 2.1.1. (Jones) Let N ⊆ M be a unital inlusion of II1 fators
with nite index. Then either [M : N ] ≥ 4 or there is an integer k ≥ 3 suh
that [M : N ] = 4cos2 pi
k
.
If [M : N ] < ∞, one an iterate the basi onstrution to obtain a
sequene of projetions e1, e2..., and a tower of II1 fators M−1 ⊂ M0 ⊂
M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ ..., where M−1 = N , M0 = M , ek is the projetion onto
L2(Mk−2) in B(L
2(Mk−1)), and Mk is the von Neumann algebra generated
by Mk−1 and ek, for k ≥ 1. Restriting the tower to those elements whih
ommute with N , one obtains a smaller tower of algebras- whih turn out to
be nite-dimensional- alled the tower of relative ommutants N ′ ∩Mk.
The tower of relative ommutants an also be thought of as algebras of
bimodule intertwiners of tensor powers of the N −N bimodule L2(M).
Proposition 2.1.2. As N−N bimodules, L2(Mk) ∼= L2(M)⊗N ...⊗NL2(M),
(k + 1 fators). Moreover, HomN−NL
2(M) ∼= N ′ ∩M2k+1. So an N − N
bimodule deomposition of ⊗k+1N L2(M) orresponds to a deomposition of the
identity in N ′∩M2k+1. Under this orrespondene projetions in N ′ ∩M2k+1
orrespond to submodules of ⊗k+1N L2(M), minimal projetions orrespond to
irreduible submodules (those whih have no proper nonzero losed submod-
ules), and minimal entral projetions to equivalene lasses of irreduible
submodules.
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Remark 2.1.3. The even relative ommutants orrespond to intertwiners of
mixed bimodules over N and M .
The lattie of nite-dimensional von Neumann algebras
N ′ ∩N ⊆ N ′ ∩M ⊆ N ′ ∩M1 ⊆ N ′ ∩M2 ⊆ ...
∪ ∪ ∪
M ′ ∩M ⊆ M ′ ∩M1 ⊆ M ′ ∩M2 ⊆ ...
is alled the standard invariant and was axiomatized by Popa [24℄. Popa
showed that the standard invariant is a omplete invariant under ertain
onditions alled strong amenability, and also introdued a onstrution of
subfators having a given standard invariant.
Note that the standard invariant always ontains the Jones projetions
e1, e2, e3, ..., but in general will ontain more struture as well. The Jones
projetions satisfy the following relations: (i) eiei±1ei = τei; and (ii) eiej =
ejei if |i− j| ≥ 2, where τ = [M : N ]−1. The algebras they generate are in a
sense minimal standard invariants, and are known as the Temperley-Lieb
algebras after their original appearane in [26℄.
In [17℄ Kauman introdued a pitorial representation of the Temperley-
Lieb algebras related to the skein theory of knot diagrams. It was soon
notied by Jones and others that many seemingly ompliated linear relations
in the standard invariants of subfators had simple pitorial representations.
To apture this remarkable phenomenon in a rigorous and systemati fashion,
Jones introdued the notion of a planar algebra.
A planar tangle onsists of a dis in the plane, together with some disjoint
internal diss and noninterseting strings onneting ertain boundary points
of the diss, all dened up to planar isotopy. There is a natural notion of
omposition of tangles (by isotoping one tangle to t in an internal dis of
another tangle and removing the boundary). One then thinks of the internal
diss as inputs and the external boundary as the output, and the olletion
of planar tangles forms an operad.
If N ⊂ M is a subfator, its planar algebra is essentially an ation of
the operad of planar tangles on the entral vetors of the tensor powers
of the N − N bimodule M , i.e. the standard invariant. In this piture, the
trivial tangles-those with no internal diss- orrespond to the Temperley-Lieb
algebras, whih are present for any subfator, and more ompliated tangles
may reet additional struture. In this way, the algebrai and ombinatorial
struture of a subfator is aptured in terms of the geometry of the plane.
Jones' axioms for a planar algebra turned out to be exatly analogous to
Popa's axioms for a λ-lattie in his desription of the standard invariant, so
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by Popa's theorem a subfator an atually be onstruted by desribing its
planar algebra, as in the work of Bish and Jones ([3℄).
For more preise details on denitions and examples of planar algebras
and the meaning of various pitures we diret the reader to [15℄. Note,
however, that we adopt the drawing onventions of [11℄.
2.2 Intermediate subfators
We now reall some fats about intermediate subfators; for more details and
proofs we refer the reader to [11℄.
Let N ⊂ M be an irreduible inlusion of II1 fators with nite index.
(Irreduible here means that N ′ ∩M = CId, or equivalently that M is an
irreduible N−M bimodule). Consider also the dual inlusion from the basi
onstrution M ⊂ M1. The rst relative ommutants N ′ ∩M1 and M ′ ∩M2
have the same vetor spae dimension, and the map φ : a 7→ a is
a linear isomorphism. Pulling bak the multipliation from M ′ ∩M2 via φ
gives a seond multipliation struture on N ′ ∩M1, alled omultipliation
and denoted by the symbol ◦: if a and b are elements of N ′ ∩ M1, then
a ◦ b = a b . The following result of Bish haraterizes intermediate
subfators in terms of the standard invariant.
Theorem 2.2.1. (Bish) Let p = p∗ = p2 be a projetion in N ′∩M1. Then
p projets onto an intermediate subfator N ⊆ P ⊆ M i p is (a salar
multiple of) a projetion in the dual algebra struture.
Therefore an intermediate subfator projetion is alled a biprojetion.
Landau disovered the following important relation among biprojetions.
Theorem 2.2.2. (Landau) Let P and Q be intermediate subfators with
biprojetions eP and eQ. Then eP ◦ eQ = P Q = δtr(eP eQ)ePQ, where
ePQ is the projetion onto the vetor spae PQ ⊆ M .
The following trae formulas follow.
Proposition 2.2.3. We have tr(ePQ)tr(eP eQ) = tr(eP )tr(eQ). Also, tr(ePeQ) =
1
dimML2(P¯ Q¯)
, where P¯ and Q¯ are the dual fators from the basi onstru-
tion for P ⊂M and Q ⊂M respetively.
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A pair of intermediate subfators of M is said to ommute if the orre-
sponding biprojetions ommute in the planar algebra. The subfators are
said to oommute if the biprojetions oommute. A quadrilateral of II1
fators is a diagram
M
P Q
N
suh that P ∨ Q = M and P ∧ Q = N .
The following result provides a useful haraterization of ommutativity and
oommutativity.
Theorem 2.2.4. Let
M
P Q
N
be a quadrilateral of II1 fators, where N ⊂
M is an irreduible nite-index inlusion. Consider the multipliation map
from the bimodule tensor produt P ⊗N Q to M . The quadrilateral ommutes
i this map is injetive and oommutes i the map is surjetive.
2.3 Supertransitive Subfators
We reall some fats about supertrnsitive subfators, whih were dened by
Jones in [13℄. Let N ⊂ M be an inlusion of II1 fators with assoiated tower
M−1 ⊂ M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ ..., where M−1 = N , M0 = M , and Mk+1, k ≥ 0 is the
von Neumann algebra on L2(Mk) generated by Mk and ek+1, the projetion
onto L2(Mk−1). Eah ek ommutes with N , so {1, e1, .., ek} generates a *-
subalgebra, whih we will all TLk+1, of the k
th
relative ommutant N ′∩Mk.
A nite-index subfatorN ⊆M is alled k-supertransitive k-supertransitive
(for k > 1) if N ′ ∩Mk−1 = TLk. We will say N ⊆ M is supertransitive if it
is k-supertransitive for all k. Note that N ⊆ M is 1-supertransitive i it is
irreduible, i.e. N ′ ∩M ∼= C and is 2-supertransitive i the N −N bimodule
L2(M) has two irreduible omponents. Supertransitivity of N ⊆ M is the
same as saying its prinipal graph is An for some n = 2, 3, 4, ...,∞.
Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose N ⊂M is supertransitive. If [M : N ] ≥ 4 then there
is a sequene of irreduible N −N bimodules V0, V1, V2... suh that L2(N) ∼=
V0, L
2(M) ∼= V0 ⊕ V1, and Vi ⊗ Vj ∼= ⊕i+jk=|i−j|Vk. If [M : N ] = 4cos2(pin)
then the sequene terminates at Vl, where l = [
n−2
2
], and the fusion rule is:
Vi ⊗ Vj ∼= ⊕(
n−2
2
)−|(n−2
2
)−(i+j)|
k=|i−j| Vk. (see [4℄ )
In either ase, we have dimN Vk = [M : N ]
kT2k+1(
1
[M : N ]
), where {Tk(x)}
is the sequene of polynomials dened reursively by T0(x) = 0, p1(x) = 1,
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and Tk+2(x) = Tk+1(x) − xTk(x). In partiular, dimNV1 = [M : N ] − 1 and
dimNV2 = [M : N ]
2 − 3[M : N ] + 1.
Remark 2.3.2. If N ⊂M is 2k-supertransitive, then there is a sequene of
irreduible bimodules V0, ..., Vk for whih the above fusion rules and dimension
formula hold as long as i+ j ≤ k.
Now let
M
P Q
N
be a quadrilateral of nite index subfators. The four
subfators N ⊆ P ,N ⊆ Q,P ⊆ M , and Q ⊆ M are alled the elementary
subfators. A quadrilateral is said to have no extra struture if all the elemen-
tary subfators are supertransitive. The following result from [11℄ lassies
nonommuting irreduible quadrilaterals with no extra struture.
Theorem 2.3.3. Suppose
M
P Q
N
is a quadrilateral of subfators with N ′∩
M = C, [M : N ] <∞ and no extra struture. Then either the quadrilateral
ommutes or one of the following two ases ours:
a) [M : N ] = 6 and N is the xed point algebra for an outer ation of S3
on M with P and Q being the xed point algebras for two transpositions in
S3. In this ase the angle between P and Q is pi/3.
b) [M : N ] = (2 +
√
2)2 and the planar algebra of N ⊆M is the same as
that oming from the GHJ subfator (see [9℄) onstruted from the Coxeter
graph D5 with the distinguished vertex being the trivalent one. Eah of the
intermediate inlusions has index 2 +
√
2 and the angle between P and Q is
θ = cos−1(
√
2− 1).
3 Supertransitive intermediate subfators in the
GHJ family
3.1 GHJ subfators
We reall the onstrution of the GHJ subfators from the book of Goodman,
de la Harpe and Jones [9℄. Let G be a Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of type A, D,
or E, with a distinguished vertex ∗ and a bipartite struture. Let A0 ⊂ A1
be an inlusion of nite-dimensional von Neumann algebras the underlying
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graph of whose Bratteli diagram is G, with ∗ orresponding to a partiular
simple diret summand of A0.
Perform the basi onstrution on the inlusion A0 ⊂ A1 with respet to
the Markov trae, and iterate to obtain a tower A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ A3 ⊂ ...
. Inside this tower are the Jones projetions e1, e2, e3, .... Let Bi be the
subalgebra of Ai generated by e1, ..., ei−1, for eah i = 2, 3, .... Then the
towers Bi ⊂ Ai form ommuting squares, and the von Neumann algebra B
generated by ∪∞i=2Bi is a subfator of the von Neumann algebra A generated
by ∪∞i=2Ai on L2(∪∞i=2Ai). This subfator has nite index but is not in general
irreduible. Let r be the projetion in A0 orresponding to ∗. Then r ∈ B′,
and rB ⊂ rAr is an irreduible subfator with nite index, alled the GHJ
subfator for G, ∗.
Remark 3.1.1. The Jones projetions e1, e2, e3, ... satisfy the Temperley-Lieb
relations:
(i) eiei±1ei = τei
(ii) eiej = ejei if |i− j| ≥ 2
(iii) tr(eiw) = τtr(w) if w is a word on e1, ..., ei−1.
Here τ =
1
4cos2 pi
k
, where k is an integer assoiated to G alled the Coxeter
number. For eah n, the Coxeter number of An is n+1, the Coxeter number
of Dn is 2n− 2, and the Coxeter numbers of E6, E7, and E8 are 12, 18, and
30 respetively.
The utdown Jones projetions re1, re2, re3, ... satisfy the same relations,
and we will suppress the r when dealing with them.
Remark 3.1.2. Beause of the Temperley-Lieb relations, there is a unitary
representation of the braid group inside the algebras Bi (or rBi), sending the
usual braid group generators σi to gi = (t+1)ei−1, where t = e2pii/k, k again
being the Coxeter number of G.
The prinipal graphs of the GHJ subfators were omputed by Okamoto
in [20℄.
3.2 The GHJ subfator for Dn at the trivalent vertex,
and a pair of intermediate subfators
The Bratteli diagram for the tower rA0r ⊂ rA1r ⊂ rA2r ⊂ ... is determined
by the string algebra for G based at ∗ (see [7℄). Thus for example the initial
steps rA0r ⊂ rA1r ⊂ rA2r ⊂ rA3r for Dn at the trivalent vertex have the
following diagram:
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11 1 1
1
1
3
3 3 4
p q
LetN ⊂M be the GHJ subfator forDn at the trivalent vertex. Let p and
q be the projetions orresponding to the two terminal verties of the fork,
as in the above gure. Then evidently p and q are orthogonal, and ommute
with e2, e3, .... From the string algebra onstrution it follows that p and q
have the same trae as the ei, and therefore pe1p = τp and e1pe1 = τe1, and
similarly for q. Thus p and q an eah be used independently to initially
extend the sequene of Temperley-Lieb projetions whih generate N . We
reall the following theorem from [13℄:
Theorem 3.2.1. (Jones) Let M be a von Neumann algebra generated by
a sequene of projetions e1, e2, e3, ... satisfying the Temperley-Lieb relations
with τ =
1
4cos2 pi
k
, and let N be the subalgebra generated by e2, e3, .... Then N
and M are II1 fators and the prinipal graph for N ⊂ M is Ak−1.
Let P be the von Neumann algebra generated by N and p, and let Q
be the von Neumann algebra generated by N and q. Beause p extends
initially the sequene of Temperley-Lieb projetions whih generate N , the
above theorem applies with τ =
1
4cos2 pi
2n−2
, sine the Coxeter number for
Dn is 2n − 2. Similarly for N ⊂ Q. Therefore the prinipal graphs for the
subfators N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are both A2n−3.
Remark 3.2.2. In a similar way, the braid group representation of 3.1.2 an
be initially extended in two dierent ways, depending on whether one hooses
p or q as e0.
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3.3 Example: The D5 ase, and intermediate subfators
with no extra struture
For D5, the GHJ subfator at the trivalent vertex has index 6 + 4
√
2 =
(2+
√
2)2. Moreover, the Coxeter number for D5 is 8, and 4cos
2(pi
8
) = 2+
√
2.
So we have [M : P ] = [M : Q] = [P : N ] = [Q : N ] = 2 +
√
2. This was
one onstrution of the quadrilateral with no extra struture in [11℄. The
original onstrution involved the GHJ pair P˜ and Q˜ oming from the two
braid group representations of 3.2.2. The GHJ pair also has index 2+
√
2 in
M . One might have expeted these two pairs of intermediate subfators to
oinide in this ase (in general though they annot oinide sine although
we always have [M : P˜ ] = [P : N ], the other indies are usually dierent.)
But in fat the two pairs are distint, and we get two distint quadrilat-
erals of total index (2 +
√
2)2. Neither quadrilateral ommutes nor oom-
mutes, but they do ommute with eah other. And they are also isomorphi
as quadrilaterals. There are also intermediate subfators R and S of index
and o-index 2, oming from a period two automorphism exhanging P and
Q (and P˜ and Q˜). It an be shown that there are no other intermediate
subfators, and so the GHJ subfator for D5 at the trivalent vertex has the
intermediate subfator lattie omputed in [11℄:
M
N
R
S
P          Q P~ Q
~
4 Angles between intermediate subfators with
small index
4.1 Determination of possible angle values
In [25℄, Sano and Watatani studied the notion of the set of angles between
subfators. We reall the denition.
Denition 4.1.1. Let P,Q be subfators of M . The set of angles between P
and Q is given by the spetrum of cos−1
√
eP eQeP .
It turns out that for pairs of intermediate subfators with index less than
4 over the intersetion, the angles are ompletely determined by the index.
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We rst reall the following result from [22℄.
Lemma 4.1.2. (Pimsner-Popa) If the N − N-bimodule deomposition of
L2(M) ontains k opies of the N − N-bimodule R, then k ≤ dimNR. In
partiular, L2(M) ontains only one opy of L2(N).
We will also need some results from [11℄.
Lemma 4.1.3. If N ⊆ P and N ⊆ Q are 2-transitive and the quadrilateral
does not ommute then L2(P ) ∼= L2(Q) as N − N-bimodules, and therefore
[P : N ] = [Q : N ].
Lemma 4.1.4. If N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are 2-transitive, then eP eQeP =
eN + λ(eP − eN ), where λ =
tr(eP¯ Q¯)
−1 − 1
[P : N ]− 1 .
Lemma 4.1.5. If N ⊆ P and N ⊆ Q are 4-supertransitive and the quadri-
lateral does not ommute then the N − N-bimodule L2(PQ) isomorphi to
one of the following: V0 ⊕ 2V1⊕ V2, V0⊕ 3V1⊕ V2, or V0 ⊕ 3V1, where the Vi
are as in 2.3.1 (for the 4-supertransitive inlusion N ⊂ P ).
Theorem 4.1.6. Let
M
P Q
N
be a nonommuting irreduible quadrilateral
with nite index, and suppose that [P : N ] and [Q : N ] are less than 4. Then
Ang(P,Q) ontains a unique nontrivial value, equal to cos−1
1
[P : N ]− 1 .
Proof. Sine [P : N ] and [Q : N ] are less than 4, the inlusions N ⊂ P
and N ⊂ Q have prinipal graphs equal to An or D2n for some n, or E6 or
E8. The only andidate whih laks 2-supertransitivity is D4- however this is
impossible by the nonommutativity hypothesis, sine the N −N bimodules
of a D4 subfator have dimension 1, and the orresponding projetions would
neessarily be entral by 4.1.2. So we may assume 2-supertransitivity of
N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q. Then by 4.1.3 L2(P ) ∼= L2(Q) as N −N bimodules.
By 2-supertransitivity and 4.1.4 we have eP eQeP = eN + λ(eP − eN),
where λ =
tr(eP¯ Q¯)
−1 − 1
[P : N ]− 1 , so there is a unique nontrivial angle value, and it
is equal to cos−1
√
tr(eP¯ Q¯)
−1−1
[P :N ]−1
, whih by 2.2.3 an be rewritten as
cos−1
√
[M :N ]
dimNL2(P¯ Q¯)
− 1
[P : N ]− 1 = cos
−1
√
tr(ePeQ)[M : N ]− 1
[P : N ]− 1 =
12
cos−1
√
tr(eP )tr(eQ)[M :N ]
tr(ePQ)
− 1
[P : N ]− 1 = cos
−1
√√√√ [M :P ]−2[M :N ]2[M :N ]tr(ePQ) − 1
[P : N ]− 1 =
cos−1
√
[P :N ]2
dimNL2(PQ)
− 1
[P : N ]− 1 .
Suppose that N ⊂ P is also 4-supertransitive. Then by 4.1.5 we have that
the N−N-bimodule L2(PQ) isomorphi to one of the following: V0⊕2V1⊕V2,
V0 ⊕ 3V1 ⊕ V2, or V0 ⊕ 3V1, where dimNV0 = 1, dimNV1 = [P : N ] − 1, and
dimNV2 =
[P : N ]2 − 3[P : N ] + 1. However, sine [P : N ] < 4, by 4.1.2 L2(M) an
ontain at most 2 opies of V1. So in fat L
2(PQ) ∼= V0 ⊕ 2V1 ⊕ V2, and
dimNL
2(PQ) = 1+2([P : N ]−1)+ [P : N ]2−3[P : N ]+ 1 = [P : N ]2− [P :
N ] = [P : N ]([P : N ]− 1).
Plugging this into the angle formula above, we nd that the angle is
cos−1
√
[P :N ]2
[P :N ]([P :N ]−1)
− 1
[P : N ]− 1 = cos
−1
√
1
[P :N ]−1
[P : N ]− 1 = cos
−1 1
[P : N ]− 1 .
All this assumed 4-supertransitivity. However, the only admissible prini-
pal graphs laking 4-supertransitivity are D6 and E6. But a nonommuting
quadrilateral whose lower subfators have prinipal graph E6 annot exist
(see [10℄). For any nonommuting quadrilateral whose lower subfators have
prinipal graph D6, by the D6 fusion rules we have L
2(PQ) = L2(M) ∼=
L2(N) ⊕ 2V ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2, where dimNV = [P : N ] − 1 and dimN (T1 ⊕ T2) =
[P : N ]2 − 3[P : N ] + 1 (For more details see [10℄). So in this ase even
without 4-supertransitivity the above argument holds.
4.2 Example: GHJ subfators for Dn at the trivalent
vertex
We have already seen in 3.2 an example of a nonommuting irreduible
quadrilateral whose lower two subfators have prinipal graph An, for eah
odd value of n. The above theorem applies, but the angles an also be om-
puted diretly. The omputation was done in [11℄ but for onveniene we
inlude the argument here.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let N ⊂M be the GHJ subfator for Dn at the trivalent
vertex, and let P and Q be the pair of intermediate subfators onstruted in
3.2. Then the angle between P and Q is cos−1
1
4cos2 pi
2n−2
− 1 .
Proof. By 2-supertransitivity we know that eP eQeP = eN + λ(eP − eN ) for
some number λ whih is the square of the osine of the angle.
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Let Ai, p and q be as in 3.2. Let P0 = C, P1 = {p}′′, and Pi+1 =<
Pi, ei > for i ≥ 1, and similarly for Qi. Then P = (∪Pi)′′, Q = (∪Qi)′′,
and the inlusions of towers Pi ⊆ Ai, Qi ⊆ Ai form ommuting squares.
The element x = 1
1−τ
(p − τ) is in P , has norm one, and is orthogonal to
N . Let y = 1
1−τ
(q − τ), so that y has norm 1, is in Q and is orthogonal
to N . Beause the squares ommute, EQ(x) must be in A1 as well as in Q
and orthogonal to N , and from the Bratteli diagram we see that EQ(x) must
therefore be equal to cy for some onstant c. We have that tr(EQ(x)y) =
tr(xy) = tr( 1
1−τ
(p− τ) 1
1−τ
(q − τ)) = 1
(1−τ)2
tr(τ 2 − τ(p + q)) = −( τ
1−τ
)2. On
the other hand, tr(EQ(x)y) = tr(cy ·y) = ctr(y2) = c( 11−τ )2tr(q+τ 2−2τq) =
c τ(1−τ)
(1−τ)2
= c τ
1−τ
. Putting these two equations together we nd that c = − τ
1−τ
,
and so EQ(x) = − τ1−τ y. Similarly, EP (y) = − τ1−τ x.
Then EPEQEP (x) = EP (EQ(x)) = EP (− τ1−τ y) = ( τ1−τ )2x = λx, so λ =
( τ
1−τ
)2 and the angle is cos−1
√
λ = cos−1 τ
1−τ
= cos−1 1
τ−1−1
= cos−1 1
4cos2 pi
2n−2
−1
,
sine the Coxeter number for Dn is 2n− 2.
5 Subfators oming from forked Temperley-
Lieb algebras
5.1 Denition
We note some properties of the example in the preeeding setion.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let N ⊂ M be the GHJ subfator for Dn at the trivalent
vertex. Let p and q be as in 3.2. Then we have:
(i) p is orthogonal to q.
(ii) The sequene of projetions p, e1, e2, e3, ... satisfy the Temperley-Lieb re-
lations, with p playing the role of e0 and τ =
1
4cos2 pi
2n−2
. Similary for the
sequene q, e1, e2, ...
(iii) N is generated by e1, e2, ..., and M is generated by p, q, e1, e2, ....
Proof. These are all pretty trivial. (i) follows from the fat that p and q
represent distint verties at the same level of the Bratteli diagram. (ii)
follows from the disussion in 3.2. (iii) follows sine the edges emanting from
p and q generate the entire Bratteli diagram.
This motivates the following denition:
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Denition 5.1.2. A subfator N ⊂ M is alled a forked Temperley-Lieb
subfator with parameter τ if there are projetions p, q, e1, e2, e3, ... suh that:
(i) p is orthogonal to q.
(ii) The sequene of projetions p, e1, e2, e3, ... satisfy the Temperley-Lieb re-
lations with parameter τ , and with p playing the role of e0. Similary for
the sequene q, e1, e2, ...
(iii) N is generated by e1, e2, ..., and M is generated by p, q, e1, e2, ....
Thus the GHJ subfators forDn at the trivalent vertex are forked Temperley-
Lieb subfators with parameter τ =
1
4cos2 pi
2n−2
. The forked Temperley-Lieb
algebras in the above denition are a speial ase of algebras assoiated to
T -shaped graphs whih were studied by Evans and Gould in [8℄. We reall
the following result:
Theorem 5.1.3. (Evans-Gould) Let k ≥ 2, and let e1, e2, ... be a sequene
of distint projetions satisfying the Temperley-Lieb relations with parameter
τ > 0, and let ek¯ be another projetion. Suppose that we have the following
additional relations:
(i) enek¯ = ek¯en if n 6= k
(ii) ek¯ekek¯ = τek¯ and ekek¯ek = τ(1− e1 ∨ ... ∨ ek−2)ek
and in the ase k = 2
(iii) ek¯e1 = 0.
Let Tk,n (n ∈ N ∪ {∞}) be the graph whih is onstruted by adding one
vertex to a Coxeter graph of type An and one edge onneting the kth vertex
of An to the new vertex. Then if τ >
1
||Tk,∞||2
then τ = 1
||Tk,n||2
for some n.
Moreover in this ase the C∗-algebra generated by 1, ek¯, e1, e2, ... is uniquely
determined.
The ase k = 2 orresponds to the forked Temperley-Lieb algebras (shift-
ing the indies and letting p = e1 and q = e2¯). Then T2,∞ = D∞ has norm
2 and Tk,n = Dn+1 have norm 2cos
pi
2n
. Thus if a forked Temperley-Lieb sub-
fator has parameter τ > 1
4
, then we must have τ =
1
4cos2 pi
2n
for some n.
Also, it follows from the theorem that a forked Temperley-Lieb subfator is
determined by the parameter τ .
5.2 Classiation
In fat the GHJ subfators for Dn at the trivalent vertex ompletely lassify
nonommuting Type An (lower) intermediate subfators.
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Theorem 5.2.1. Let
M
P Q
N
be a nonommuting, irreduible, hypernite
quadrilateral with nite index suh that N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are supertran-
sitive with index less than 4. Then N ⊂ M is a forked Temperley-Lieb
subfator.
Lemma 5.2.2. Let
M
P Q
N
be a quadrilateral, and let P ⊂ M ⊂ P¯ be the
basi onstrution. Then EP¯ (eQ) is a salar multiple of eQP .
Proof. There is an exhange relation for biprojetions [1℄:
P
P P
P
=
whih we an apply to obtain:
P
P
P
PQ
Q
=
Reall that eP¯ is a salar multiple of P . So the left hand side is,
up to a salar, eP¯ eQeP¯ = EP¯ (eQ)eP¯ , and by 2.2.2 the right hand side is, again
up to a salar, eQPeP¯ .
Proof of 5.2.1:
Proof. Choose a tunnel N−1 ⊂ N ⊂ M , with orresponding P−1 ⊂ N ⊂ P
and Q−1 ⊂ N ⊂ Q.
Sine N ⊂ P -and therefore also P−1 ⊂ N- is supertransitive with index
less than 4, it has prinipal graph An for some n = 2, 3, 4, .... Then by
the uniquess of the hypernite An subfator there exist projetions e1, e2, ...
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satisfying the Temperley-Lieb relations (with τ =
1
4cos2 pi
n+1
) suh that N =
{e1, e2, e3, ...}′′ and P−1 = {e2, e3, e4, ...}′′. Let p = eP−1 ∈ P be the Jones
projetion for the inlusion P−1 ⊂ N . Then p, onsidered as e0, satises the
Temperley-Lieb relations along with e1, e2, e3, ....
Consider the N − N bimodule map φ = τ−1(eN + (τ − 1)eQ) : P → Q.
By the preeeding lemma φ(p) = 1− 1−τ
τ
EQ(p) = 1− eP−1Q−1.
So q = 1 − eP−1Q−1 is a projetion orthogonal to p, and beause φ is a
bimodule intertwiner, it also satises the Temperley-Lieb relations (as e0)
along with e1, e2, .... Finally, beause P ∨Q = M , p, q, e1, e2, ... generate M ,
and we see that N ⊂M is a forked Temperley-Lieb subfator.
Corollary 5.2.3. The series of GHJ subfators for Dn at the trivalent vertex
gives a omplete list of nonommuting irreduible quadrilaterals suh that
N ⊂ P and N ⊂ Q are hypernite An subfators.
Proof. By 5.2.1 any suh quadrilateral must be a forked TL subfator, and by
5.1.3 the parameter must be 4cos2 pi
2k
for some k. Sine the GHJ subfators
for Dn at the trivalent vertex give examples for eah k, by ?? it must be
isomorphi to one of those GHJ subfators.
Corollary 5.2.4. The set of numbers whih our as angles between inter-
mediate subfators subfators of lower index less than 4 is exatly
{cos−1 1
4cos2 pi
2k
− 1 |k = 3, 4, 5, ...}.
Proof. By 4.1.6 if [P : N ], [Q : N ] < 4 then the angle is equal to cos−1
1
[P : N ]− 1 .
On the other hand, we know from [13℄ that the only admissible index values
less than 4 are 4cos2 pi
k
, k = 3, 4, 5, .... So the only possible angle values for
quadrilaterals with small lower indies are given by the series cos−1 1
4cos2 pi
k
−1
.
By 4.2.1 the GHJ subfators for Dn at the trivalent vertex give examples of
all these values for even k. To ahieve the values for odd k, N ⊂ P and
N ⊂ Q would have to have as prinipal graphs Dynkin diagrams with odd
Coxeter numbers, of whih the only andidates are A2k. But by 5.2.1 this
would mean that the quadrilateral is a forked TL subfator, and by 5.1.3 this
is impossible for an odd Coxeter number.
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